Frogtown Farm's Strategic Framework 2020–2023
MISSION
Seeding, nurturing, and celebrating food and justice.

VISION
Imagining a healthy, fair, sustainable, and creative community where people of every background can cultivate a shared peace.
VALUES

01  Justice for people and the planet.

02  Connection within and across communities.

03  Resilience when challenged, creating, and rebuilding.

04  Healing through history and action.

05  Learning in spaces where diversity is valued.
At Frogtown Farm we have **FOUR STRATEGIC PRIORITIES** to uniquely serve our community.
We will join with—and initiate—efforts that promote abundance, freedom, anti-racism, sustainability, and justice, as well as climate resiliency.
We will develop programs and experiences for people of all ages and varied family configurations where learning is celebrated as a lifelong activity and relationships are strengthened.
POLLINATING CONNECTIONS

We will honor and cultivate the diverse, collective, and historical wisdom, and the deeply rooted practices that belong to Saint Paul’s many vibrant communities.
We will create and host beautiful, radically welcoming spaces for all people in Saint Paul.
We believe in taking action on our priorities

Here is what we're going to do
**PLANTING MOVEMENTS**

Move beyond food access with resilience training and sustainability education.

Expose people to intersections of pollution and poverty with hands-on learning opportunities.

Support environmental justice and systems change in Saint Paul and beyond by building a coalition for policy and advocacy led by womxn and IBPOC leaders.

**GROWING UNDERSTANDING**


Develop long-term pathways to prosperity with age-specific and highly customized resilience curriculum for individual Farm users.

Invest in storytelling to shift mental models about Indigenous Black and People of Color and our power in growing food and achieving environmental justice.

**POLLENATING CONNECTIONS**

Take 3–5 concrete actions that engage historical community learning to demonstrate and build community trust.

Build connections between youth and elders through targeted and culturally affirming programming.

Build five new productive and mutually supportive collaborations with new, energetic partners by 2021.

**HARVESTING HEALING**

Tell a radically honest story of the land and our history to ensure residents are seen and valued.

Build a safe and welcoming space with a campaign for community stewardship.

Develop and host a creative project to co-create a people-first, asset-based approach to programming and harm reduction in partnership with Saint Paul Parks and Recreation.